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Vocabulary

1  What does the word boasted mean in the 
sentence below?

Ian boasted about his new bicycle.

A  bragged

B  complained 

C  described

D  explained

2  What does the word brilliant mean in the 
sentence below?

Donna came up with a brilliant 
solution to her problem.

F  new

G  unusual

H  very smart

I  likely to fail

3  What does the word publicity mean in the 
sentence below?

The new TV show received lots  
of publicity.

A  awards

B  viewers 

C  public attention

D  private screenings

4  What does the word satisfied mean in the 
sentence below?

Dr. Winn was satisfied with the 
results of the experiment.

F  confused

G  pleased

H  thoughtful

I  worried

5  What does the word defended mean in 
the sentence below?

Ms. Ellison defended Rachel’s 
decision to leave the club.

A  changed

B  forgot

C  made

D  supported

Vocabulary
Answer Numbers 1 through 5. Choose the best answer for each question.
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6  What is the origin of the word modern?

F  Latin

G  French

H  Old English

I  Middle English

7  What is the origin of the word puppet?

A  Latin

B  French

C  Old English

D  Middle English

8  Which word comes from the Latin word 
canna?

F  canyon

G  glove

H  modern

I  sandwich

9  What is the origin of the word glove?

A  Latin

B  French

C  Old English

D  Middle English

10  Which word is named after an earl?

F  canyon

G  modern

H  puppet

I  sandwich

Use the dictionary entries to answer Numbers 6 through 10.

 \kan'yən\ noun a narrow 
valley cut into the earth by running 
water [from Latin canna]

glove \gluv\ noun a fitted covering 
for the hand with five separate 
sections for the thumb and fingers 
[from Old English glof    ]

 \mod'ərn\ adjective of 
or relating to recent times or the 
present [from French moderne]

 \pup'it\ noun a small figure 
of a person or animal with a hollow 
head that is moved by a hand inside 
the figure [from Middle English 
poppet, doll]

 \sand'wich\ noun two or 
more slices of bread with a filling 
such as meat or cheese between 
them [After John Montagu, Fourth 
Earl of Sandwich]
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1  What are the children doing at the 
beginning of the passage?

A  planting a tree in the garden

B  giving a speech to the council 

C  trying to decide on a topic for a report

D  watching deer to learn about 
their habits

2  How does Gina feel about the deer 
visiting her yard?

F  angry

G  curious

H  excited

I  surprised

3  Why does the deer keep returning to 
Gina’s yard?

A  The deer had a baby near the house.

B  The deer eats leaves from a tree in  
the yard. 

C  The deer eats food that Gina puts out 
for it.

D  The deer drinks from a water tank 
that Gina fills for it.

4  What can the reader tell about Lucas?

F  He feels sorry for Gina.

G  He feels sorry for the deer.

H  He wants to catch the deer.

I  He wants deer to visit his yard.

5  How do the children feel when they read 
about Timber Woods?

A  lonely

B  silly

C  thrilled

D  worried

6  What will happen if Timber Woods is  
cut down?

F  Animals will lose their homes.

G  The school will have to be moved.

H  The children will have a new place  
to play.

I  People will move away from the 
community.

Comprehension
Answer Numbers 1 through 10. Base your answers on the passage “Save 
Timber Woods!”
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7  What happens AFTER the children give 
their report to the class?

A  The children notice deer at the school.

B  The class writes a letter to the 
newspaper.

C  The class decides to ask the town’s 
leaders to buy Timber Woods.

D  The children have a bake sale to raise 
money for the town leaders. 

8  Which word BEST describes the 
children?

F  awkward

G  determined

H  grumpy

I  weary 

9  What action of the town council shows 
that they agree with Hector?

A  asking the students to raise money to 
buy the land

B  delaying the sale of Timber Woods for 
three months

C  calling people’s attention to the signs 
the children made

D  allowing Hector to speak about 
Timber Woods at the meeting

10  What do the children do at the end of  
the passage?

F  plan to meet to find ways to raise 
money

G  make posters for the next town council 
meeting

H  look for a new topic for the next 
current events report

I  think of ways to protect the old 
Smithfield warehouses
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